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Conversations with customers and engage with them across digital platforms

We create
Value through new and imaginative perspectives that build emotive brand stories

We produce
Beautiful and powerful films across multiple platforms
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We enable

WONDERFUL

DIGITAL
MARKETING

A brand's potential and use design strategically to enable it to flourish

SOMETHING

Company Profile

WEB
SOLUTIONS

We determine

WELCOME TO MEDEXPLORAN INFOTECH Pvt. Ltd.

We offers the intuitive and responsive relationship of an in-house overflow
services by exploring media at It‟s best .We deliver – Web designing, Branding
solutions, Software development, Digital marketing and IT Solutions. Apart from
that we have set of unique web offering and digital services.
We focus on attracting the users to the content they‟re looking for. For this we keep
going ahead with EXPLORING MEDIA ,
That‟s why we are MEDEXPLORAN INFOTECH Pvt. Ltd. And Our motto is

„If you grow, … We grow.‟

Medexploran
IDESIGN
MEDIA Infotech

Let‟s
ExploreCloud
MediaPlatforms
with us ……
Brands,
Websites,

www.mediaexploran.com
www.idesignmedia.co.nz

WHO WE ARE

We are in business for more than decade. Our team is led by
the single vision of creating engaging experiences with tag
line “Services redefined by Exploring the Media at Its best”
We strive to offer the best solution for your business and
impartial advice at an honest price
We offer customized digital solutions to clients for increase
in their growth and profit

Add logos of our clients
Kinal , Aditi ,bestminds , Pragati interior ,

OUR APPROACH

We are Digital Narrators, Thinkers, strategic services agency
wants to cater to Every Individual who wants to establish
them selves as unique and head in competitive world
It all starts over coffee with a pen and paper. We sit down with
you to understand your vision, what you want to achieve, and
what makes you unique. From there we determine how to
narrate your story across the digital world, and provide the
digital tools and technology to ensure your success

Our Own Brands

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Our mission is to empower our clients through
technology. We promise to connect you with your
customers by understanding your vision, and giving
you a voice in the digital world.
HOW WE WORK

We are an innovative IT and related services
company which is dedicated to help
domestic and international clients in
achieving their business goals. Our main
aim is to help these businesses to cement
their future success.

AWESOME

INNOVATIVE

CREATIVE

EXPERIMENTAL

We deliver awesome – As often to
describe our work that are just
really good , reserved for things that
are especially remarkable which is
far beyond client expectations..

We believe that Innovation needs to
be part of our working culture and at
same time Consumers are
transforming faster than we are, and
if we don‟t catch up, we‟re in trouble

We focuses on creativity with a
purpose in whatever we do for
our esteemed client. It‟s a
precious energy and it‟s
something to be protected

We Take a risk and keep testing,
because we know what works
today won‟t work tomorrow, but
what worked yesterday may
work again.
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ABOUT US

Our success depends on the strength of our team . Teamwork is
often a crucial part of a business, as it is often necessary for
colleagues to work well together, trying their best in any
circumstance. We follow same working principle

We‟re a culturally rich team with decade
of experience.
We‟re designers, developers and
business directors. Mostly we‟re real
people just like you.

Our team put the collaborative effort to achieve a common goal or
to complete a task in the most effective and efficient way

OUR TEAM

PRADEEP SALE

RAJESH GAIKWAD
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NAYAN BARE

NIKITA BORAVRKAR
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POOJA MECHAWAD

ROHAN KOKANE
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…… AND MORE

OUR SERVICES

We are artisans and craftsmen of beautiful
brands and digital solutions
We get to understand the needs of our clients so that we can tailor
solutions to their exact needs by exploring the media , and deliver
high-value results that transform their businesses.

WEB SOLUTIONS

DIGITAL MARKETING

BRAND IDENTITY

IT SOLUTIONS

We don‟t just build websites.We build reputations which engages
the audience and communicate the
intended message.

Digital marketing strategy is a
subtle method of becoming
customer favorite before they
know it
.
•Goggle & E-mail marketing
•Search Engine Optimization
•Pay per Click Services (PPC)
•Social Media Marketing (SMM)

Effective brand identity can help
your product stand out against
competitors and offer upper
edge ahead of Competitor

We have been delivering a
value-driven IT solutions and
offer an assortment of services
to our customer.

•Video Making
•Creative Services
•Print and Packaging
•Brand Image building

•App Development
•Software Development
•Hardware and Networking
•CCTV installation and Service

•Static and Dynamic
•Domain and Hosting
•Ecommerce website
•Mini Site Development
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OUR CLIENTS

We are in business for more than decade. Our team is led
by the single vision of creating engaging experiences
with tag line.
“Services redefined by Exploring the Media at Its best”. We strive to offer the
best solution for your business and impartial advice at an honest price.
We work with small to medium businesses, corporations, government
agencies and entrepreneurs from all over.

And More….
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LET‟S GET STARTED

We know you have something great and
we‟d love to get involved.
Whether you want to work on branding and identity,
website or digital marketing, we‟re all about exceptional results.
Let‟s get started today.

sales@medexploran.com

Let‟s talk (+91) 87 5295 5295
77 3856 6036
91 3738 7608

cc@medexploran.com
www.medexploran.com
Web Solutions

I Brand Identity I Digital Marketing I IT Solutions

Pulin CHS, Shop 06,Plot 34 , Sect 40 ,
Seawoods, Navi, Mumbai- 400706
Maharashtra (India)

